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Abstract

Understanding the non-literal meaning of an
utterance is critical for large language mod-
els (LLMs) to become human-like social com-
municators. In this work, we introduce
SwordsmanImp, the first Chinese multi-turn-
dialogue-based dataset aimed at conversational
implicature, sourced from dialogues in the Chi-
nese sitcom My Own Swordsman. It includes
200 carefully handcrafted questions, all anno-
tated on which Gricean maxims have been vi-
olated. We test eight close-source and open-
source LLMs under two tasks: a multiple-
choice question task and an implicature expla-
nation task. Our results show that GPT-4 at-
tains human-level accuracy (94%) on multiple-
choice questions. CausalLM demonstrates a
78.5% accuracy following GPT-4. Other mod-
els, including GPT3.5 and several open-source
models, demonstrate a lower accuracy rang-
ing from 20% to 60% on multiple-choice ques-
tions. Human raters were asked to rate the
explanation of the implicatures generated by
LLMs on their reasonability, logic and fluency.
While all models generate largely fluent and
self-consistent text, their explanations score
low on reasonability except for GPT-4, sug-
gesting that most LLMs cannot produce satis-
factory explanations of the implicatures in the
conversation. Moreover, we find LLMs’ perfor-
mance does not vary significantly by Gricean
maxims, suggesting that LLMs do not seem
to process implicatures derived from different
maxims differently. Our data and code are avail-
able at https://github.com/sjtu-compling/llm-
pragmatics.

1 Introduction

The complexity of communication is largely epit-
omized by indirect, or non-literal utterances. A
common instance is hinting at a busy schedule as
a polite refusal to engage in an unwanted activity.
How such implied meaning is understood in hu-
man communication has lone been a key subject of

investigation in pragmatics research (Grice, 1975;
Searle et al., 1980; Brown and Levinson, 1987;
Wilson and Sperber, 2006).

Evaluating the pragmatic understanding ability
of large language models (LLMs) has drawn con-
siderable attention in recent years as LLMs show
remarkable ability for language understanding. Re-
cent studies have evaluated LLMs’ pragmatic rea-
soning in multiple aspects, including scalar infer-
ence (Hu et al., 2023b), discourse connectives (Pan-
dia et al., 2021), gradable adjectives (Lipkin et al.,
2023) and conversational implicatures (Qiu et al.,
2023; Kim et al., 2023; Ruis et al., 2022; Hu et al.,
2023a; Zheng et al., 2021).

However, the above-mentioned evaluation are
primarily in English, leaving a gap for pragmatic
understanding in other languages. Moreover, previ-
ous conversational reasoning datasets involve few
turns of dialogue, while our daily communication
usually involves much more context and turn taking.
In addition, previous studies mostly employ binary-
or multiple-choice questions (Hu et al., 2023a; Ruis
et al., 2022), which is inadequate in the era of LLM
where it is possible to ask LLMs to generate ex-
planatory text of the situation and directly evaluate
its quality.

To bridge the aforementioned gaps, we present
SwordsmanImp, the first Chinese multi-turn-
dialogue-based dataset aimed at conversational im-
plicature. It consists of 200 dialogues carefully
excerpted by linguistic experts from the Chinese
sitcom My Own Swordsman (武林外传). Figure 1
shows an example dialogue in the dataset. Each
dialogue contains one sentence that carries a non-
literal meaning. We provide four well-organized
interpretations of this sentence, including a prag-
matic meaning, a literal understanding, and two
incorrect inferences that involve related informa-
tion (distractors).

From a linguistic perspective, many pragmatic
inferences, especially conversational implicature,
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Question Choices

Dialogue:
小郭： 知道这意味着什么吗？以后再

敢胡来，就不光是挨顿打的事
了。

薇： 烦死了，在家就是听爹娘罗嗦，
好不容易溜出来，倒听你罗嗦。

小郭： 什么？你是溜出来的？
薇： 我说的那个溜，是溜冰的溜啊，

现在京城都在下雪，满地都是
冰，我是穿着冰刀，溜出来的，
嘿嘿⋯⋯

English Translation:
Xiaoguo: Do you know what this

implies? If you dare to mess
around again, it won’t just be
about getting a beating.

Wei: So annoying. At home, I have
to listen to my parents nagging.
Finally sneaking out, now I
have to listen to you nagging.

Xiaoguo: What? You sneaked out?
Wei: When I said ”sneak out,”1 I

meant ice skating. It’s snowing
in the capital now, the ground
is covered in ice. I wore ice
skates and skated out, hehe...

Pragmatic

薇发现自己说溜出来说漏嘴了，就找补说是溜冰出
来的。
Wei realized she accidentally slipped up by saying she
sneaked out and tried to cover it up by saying she meant
ice skating.

Literal
薇是从京城的家里溜冰出来的。
Wei sneaked out from her home in the capital to go ice
skating.

Distractor#1
薇很喜欢溜冰。
Wei really enjoys ice skating.

Distractor#2
薇怕下雪冷，所以离开了京城。
Wei was afraid of the cold due to the snow, so she left
the capital.

Maxim Check
Maxim Sub-maxims

Quality
7 Do not say what you believe is false.
7 Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence

Quantity
3 Make your contribution as informative as is required.
7 Do not make your contribution more informative than is
required.

Relation 3 Be relevant

Manner

3 Avoid obscurity of expression.
3 Avoid ambiguity
7 Be brief
3 Be orderly

1Figure 1: An example entry in our dataset. The tick (✓) and fork (✗) denotes if the target sentence, marked in red,
comply with or violate the sub-maxim. This entry belongs to the classes of Quality, Quantity and Manner. “sneak
out" and “skate" translate to the same Chinese character “溜”.

arise because the speaker has violated one or more
maxims in the cooperative principle (Grice, 1989).
For example: when asked “Is John in the office?”,
Sam replied “It’s Saturday, you know”. This vio-
lates the Maxim of Relation since the reply is not
directly related to the question, which then gives
rise to an implicature: “John never works on week-
ends, so he is not in the office”. Meanwhile, it
has been shown that the difficulty in detecting con-
versational implicature hinges crucially on which
maxims have been violated (Engelhardt et al., 2006;
Rubio-Fernandez, 2019; Okanda et al., 2015; Panz-
eri and Foppolo, 2021). Thus we meticulously
annotated each conversation to determine which of
the four maxims in the cooperative principle have
been violated.

In this work, we ask the following research ques-
tions:

(1) How do state-of-the-art LLMs perform in in-
terpreting implicatures written in Chinese, in mul-
tiple choice style? (Section 4)

(2) What are the error patterns of LLMs on mul-

tiple choice questions? (Section 4)
(3) How do human participants rate the interpre-

tation of conversational implicature generated by
LLMs? (Section 5)

We first review relevant research in Section 2
and then describe how we built our dataset Swords-
manImp in Section 3. In Section 4, we measure
the models’ accuracy on multiple-choice questions
derived from our dataset. We test four models from
GPT series (Radford et al., 2018), four open-source
models. In Section 5, we use five models from Ex-
periment 1 to generate pragmatic interpretations
of 32 dialogues, and then we invite human partic-
ipants to rate these interpretations in three dimen-
sions: reasonability, logic and fluency.

We find that GPT-4 attains a human-level ac-
curacy in multiple-choice questions. CausalLM
(14B) also reaches a high accuracy as 78.5% on
this task. Moreover, our results show that LLMs’
performance does not vary with respect to different
conversational maxims. Furthermore, we reveal
that while in general fluent and self-consistent, oc-



casional confused logic, redundant information and
unexpected language tokens are the main reasons
for their explanations to be underrated by human
evaluators.

2 Related Work

Understanding non-literal meanings has long been
considered a difficult task for language models.
Previous studies have explored the capabilities of
language models in recognizing metaphors (Wa-
chowiak and Gromann, 2023; Neidlein et al., 2020),
humor (Hessel et al., 2023; Jentzsch and Kerst-
ing, 2023; Chen et al., 2023) and social common-
sense (Sap et al., 2019). Broad-scale datasets
aimed at pragmatic reasoning collect data mainly
through crowdsourcing or crawling from the in-
ternet (Reddy et al., 2019; Kočiský et al., 2018).
Some others transform the existing tests for hu-
mans to train and evaluate language models (Cui
et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2019). While the above-
mentioned datasets have comprehensive coverage
for pragmatic understanding, they are not ideal
resources for evaluation of a specific type of prag-
matic knowledge, that is, conversational implica-
tures derived by violation of the Gricean maxims.
In our work, we craft our dataset manually to make
sure that each implicature can be classified to one or
more Gricean maxims. This enables us to perform
a fine-grained analysis of LLMs’ understanding of
this particular pragmatic inference.

Previous attempts in evaluating LLMs’ prag-
matic understanding guided by the Gricean maxims
or cooperative principles do not have multi-turn di-
alogues from real-world situations. Formalized
under the theory of cooperative principles (Grice,
1975), Zheng et al. (2021) automatically generated
their dataset GRICE through a set of well-defined
grammar rules. This grammar-based method en-
sures a good control for the pragmatic cues to be
aligned with the Gricean maxims. However, dia-
logues with fixed syntactic structures hardly repre-
sent the complexity of conversation in daily com-
munication. In this study, we fill the gap by provid-
ing the multi-turn dialogue directly to the model.

Last but not least, there is a scarcity in Chinese
evaluation resources for pragmatic inferences. Pre-
vious large-scale conversational datasets in Chinese
use text sources from Sina Weibo (Shang et al.,
2015), Douban conversational corpus (Wu et al.,
2017) and E-commerce Dialogue corpus (Zhang
et al., 2018). However, all of them are not specif-

ically aimed to test LLMs’ pragmatic understand-
ing. To address this gap, we select the Chinese
sitcom My Own Swordsman as the source to formu-
late pragmatic questions and construct a Chinese
dataset for evaluating LLMs’ pragmatic reasoning
ability.

3 Dataset Construction

3.1 Data source
It is not easy to find naturally occurring, high-
quality, multi-turn dialogues. Following previous
literature that uses situational comedies (sitcom)
as sources (Wang et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2021; Pa-
tro et al., 2021), we chose the Chinese sitcom My
Own Swordsman (武林外传) as our data source,
because of its abundance of conversational implica-
ture, well-written dialogues and the uniquely Chi-
nese background. Set in the Ming dynasty of China,
this sitcom narrates the daily life of a group of
people working in a Chinese motel. We believe
it will be a unique resource for evaluating LLMs’
pragmatic inference ability in both the Chinese lan-
guage and the Chinese context.

3.2 Annotation procedure
Implicature identification and classification
Three authors of this paper with at least two years
of linguistics training went through the script of
the sitcom to select conversations that contain con-
versational implicatures. Conversations with multi-
ple turns were selected based on whether any con-
versational maxim is violated on purpose (Grice,
1975). For each conversation, we performed the
cancellation test1 to ensure that a conversational
implicature rather than a semantic entailment is
involved (Hirschberg, 1985). Multiple turns were
included for each data entry to ensure that even
if one has not seen the sitcom, one could still un-
derstand the conversation just from the snippet we
selected.

Then, the same three authors classified all cho-
sen dialogues according to the conversational max-
ims they violate. The criteria of these maxims are
drawn from Grice (1975). To allow for a more fine-
grained classification, we employ sub-maxims as
criteria, assessing if the target sentence fulfills each
requirement individually. An utterance is consid-
ered to have violated a maxim if it infringes on any

1A test to diagnose the conversational implicature by en-
coding semantically the negation of the target meaning. If the
result seems consistent, then the target meaning is likely an
implicature.



Dataset Task Context Manually Language

CoQa (Reddy et al., 2019) conversational QA Paragraph ✓ English

Narrative-QA (Kočiský et al., 2018) Reading comprehension Documents ✓ English

DREAM (Sun et al., 2019) QA Free-form, multi-turn dialogue ✓ English

MuTual (Cui et al., 2020) Next utterance prediction Free-form, multi-turn dialogue ✓ English

GRICE (Zheng et al., 2021) Gricean Implicature Recovery, QA Fixed form, multi-turn dialogue ✗ English

PragMega (Floyd et al., 2023) ToM QA Paragraph ✓ English

LUDWIG (Ruis et al., 2022) Implicature QA Single-turn dialogue ✓ English

Douban (Wu et al., 2017) Next utterance prediction Free-form multi-turn dialogue ✗ Chinese

SwordsmanImp (This work) Gricean Implicature QA Free-form, multi-turn dialogue ✓ Chinese

Table 1: Comparing our datasets and the existing datasets. “Manually” indicates whether the questions or answers
are written partly or entirely by human.

sub-maxim. Moreover, a dialogue might belong to
multiple classes according to the sub-maxims the
utterance violates. An illustrative dataset entry fea-
turing a dialogue, four interpretations and a class
is presented in Figure 1.

Writing four interpretations Next, we construct
the four interpretations of the sentence that car-
ries implicature as the four choices: the pragmatic
interpretation (the correct one), the literal inter-
pretation, and two distractors with interpretations
related to the context.2 The pragmatic meaning
are provided based on human commonsense un-
derstanding. We construct the literal meaning by
rephrasing the target sentence with concrete and
unambiguous expressions. We generate incorrect
inferences as distractors, which are relevant to the
the topic of the conversation. The character names
referred to in the four interpretations are aligned
with the mentions in the dialogue clip.

Verification We hired three PhD students in Lin-
guistics to complete a multiple-choice question
task, which is to choose the pragmatic understand-
ing of the sentence from the shuffled four inter-
pretations for all dialogues in our dataset. The
students are required to complete the task indepen-
dently without a time limit. After they finish, we
invite them to discuss about their wrong answers
and their reasoning process. This validation pro-
cess guarantees that the provided pragmatic inter-
pretation is closely aligned with the commonsense
intuitive understanding and can be deduced from
the limited context. Additional information that
is necessary to pragmatic reasoning, such as re-
lationships between characters, their personality,
social background, and multi-modal information

2The distractors can be understood as “neutral” statements
in the Natural Language Inference task (Bowman et al., 2015).

is supplemented in the bracket at the beginning of
the dialogue. Besides, implicatures derived from
vernacular, slang, and network-specific jokes have
been filtered out from our dataset.

3.3 Obtaining human score

To compare the results with human performance,
we ask 10 native speakers to work on 32 ques-
tions randomly sampled from the dataset and they
achieve an average accuracy of 93.1%. The ques-
tionnaire include the same number of each type
of questions (i.e. Gricean maxims violated in the
dialogue). The participants were all undergraduate
students from a Chinese University, and they were
compensated for their annotation effort.

3.4 Resulting corpus: SwordsmanImp

The final SwordsmanImp corpus contains 200 man-
ually curated questions across four types catego-
rized according to Gricean maxims. Each entry
contains a multi-turn dialogue and four interpreta-
tions of the target sentence as choices (see Table 2).

4 Experiment 1: multiple-choice question
for LLMs

In this experiment, the models will see the dialogue
and the four interpretations we manually created.
The task is to choose the correct interpretation (i.e.,
the pragmatic one) of the utterance that contains an
implicature.

4.1 Models

We experiment with eight models in this exper-
iment. The first four models are from the Ope-
nAI GPT family, which are tested through the
OpenAI API: text-davinci-002, text-davinci-003,



Total Quality Quantity Relevance Manner

# of questions 200 76 33 71 62
# of turns per dialogue 6.80 7.84 5.91 6.23 6.35
Avg. dialogue length 158.22 184.53 143.67 147.20 152.79
Avg. Utterance length 23.27 23.53 24.31 23.64 24.04
Avg. Answer length 15.08 14.47 14.85 15.82 14.86

Table 2: Question numbers, average number of Chinese characters contained in each dialogue and utterance, and the
number of turns per dialogue in our dataset.

GPT-3.5-turbo and GPT4.3 We also examine four
open-source models using the Transformers li-
brary (Wolf et al., 2020) from Huggingface4. We
evaluate Chinese-Alpaca-2-13B (Cui et al., 2023),
OpenBuddy-Llama2-13B5 (based on Llama2 (Tou-
vron et al., 2023)), CausalLM-13B (based on
Llama2 and Qwen (Bai et al., 2023)), as well as
BLOOMZ-7.1B from the BLOOM series (Muen-
nighoff et al., 2023).

4.2 Evaluation Protocol

For both open-source and close-source models, we
use zero-shot prompts to simulate the real-life situ-
ations where humans come across these non-literal
expressions daily. However, we use two evaluation
protocols depending on whether we have access to
the probability/logits of all tokens in the vocabulary
at a given output position. For close-source models,
we ask it to generate the answer and manually go
over the generated text to determine which inter-
pretation is chosen. For open-source models, we
follow established practices in LLM evaluation (Hu
et al., 2023b; Hendrycks et al., 2020; Li et al., 2023)
where we compute the logits of the four tokens
(“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”) after “答案：”(answer:), and
choose the one with the highest logit as model pre-
diction (see an illustration in Appendix D.).

4.3 Results

The overall accuracy of all models and human
participants is shown in Table 3. We observe
that GPT-4 achieves the highest accuracy of 94%,
showing a performance on par with human par-
ticipants. CausalLM (14B) follows with 78.5%
accuracy. Other models exhibit difficulty in identi-
fying the pragmatic meaning of the line containing
an implicature, with accuracy ranging from 20% to
60%. Text-davinci-002 even fails to perform above

3The four OpenAI models are evaluated on November 15th,
2023.

4https://huggingface.co
5https://huggingface.co/OpenBuddy/

openbuddy-llama2-13b-v8.1-fp16

Subject Acc (%)

Random baseline 25

BLOOMZ (7.1B) 52.5
OpenBuddy-Llama2 (13B) 42.5
Chinese-Alpaca-2 (13B) 41.5
CausalLM (14B) 78.5
text-davinci-002 24.0
text-davinci-003 56.5
GPT-3.5-Turbo 55.0
GPT-4 94.0

Human 93.1

Table 3: Accuracy of language models and humans in
experiment 1: multiple choice questions.

chance (25%). This suggests that for most mod-
els we tested, there is still room for improvement
in their understanding of implied meaning. 6

Table 2 shows that models’ performance grouped
by the Gricean maxims violated in the dialogue.
Overall, certain models demonstrate proficiency
in answering questions related to a set of maxims,
while others excel in different ones. We do not
observe a uniform pattern indicating a particu-
lar strength or weakness in any of these maxims
across the models. This lack of uniformity is also
observed in the results obtained from human par-
ticipants who worked on the 32 sampled questions.
Specifically, performance of text-davinci-002 is
near to chance in all four conditions, demonstrating
its incapacity in interpreting conversational impli-
cature. The performance of OpenBuddy-Llama2
(13B) and Chinese-Alpaca-2 (13B) are compara-
ble, both below 50% accuracy, with the two models
demonstrate predominance in dealing with differ-
ent types of questions. The accuracy of GPT-3.5-
Turbo, text-davinci-003 and BLOOMZ (7.1B) are
in the same range, and they also demonstrate differ-
ent performance orders in different conditions. It’s
noteworthy that BLOOMZ (7.1B) outperforms the

6We also evaluate Baichuan2-13B-Chat and InternLM-
Chat-20B (in half precision) with evaluation paradigm for
close-source models. Their accuracy are separately 43% and
62%.

https://huggingface.co
https://huggingface.co/OpenBuddy/openbuddy-llama2-13b-v8.1-fp16
https://huggingface.co/OpenBuddy/openbuddy-llama2-13b-v8.1-fp16


Figure 2: Performance of models across question types in the multiple choice scenario. Dashed line represents
chance accuracy

Figure 3: Frequency of each option in models’ answers.

two 13B models in all conditions. CausalLM (14B)
demonstrates an accuracy close to human-level and
the best performance within all open-source models
tested in this experiment. GPT-4 attains the highest
accuracy, surpassing 90% across all categories of
questions.

The distribution of the interpretations chosen by
the models is shown in Figure 3, where red means
that the model has chosen the correct answer, i.e.,
pragmatic interpretation, while yellow corresponds
to the literal meaning, and green the two distrac-
tors. The performance of two 13B models shows
a higher frequency of choosing distractors. This
could possibly indicate a that these two models are
easily sidetracked by irrelevant information in the
context. We also observe that as the GPT models
evolve, they have a higher chance of distinguishing
literal meaning from implied meaning, culminating
in the considerably low ratio of literal understand-
ing in GPT-4.

5 Experiment 2: evaluating the quality of
explanations generated by LLMs

In the previous experiment, we ask LLMs to choose
one answer from four choices. In this experiment,
we design open-ended questions where the mod-
els are asked to generate explanations of the im-
plicature, which will then be evaluated manually
by native speakers of Chinese, based on the rea-
sonability/reasonableness, logic and fluency of the
generated explanations.

5.1 Experimental setup

We first performed a pilot trial comprising five
questions. Among the eight models, BLOOMZ
(7.1B), text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-003 pro-
duce short and fragmented responses, despite our
prompts explicitly asking for detailed explana-
tion. We therefore select GPT-3.5-Turbo, GPT-
4, Chinese-Alpaca-2 (13B), OpenBuddy-Llama2
(13B) and CausalLM (14B) for this experiment. We
increase max_new_tokens for open-sourced mod-
els, and keep the same hyperparameter for GPT



Reasonability Logic Fluency Avg. response length

GPT-4 4.24± 0.68 4.65± 0.39 4.91± 0.13 114.44
GPT-3.5-Turbo 3.17± 1.30 4.09± 0.77 4.86± 0.21 125.41
Chinese-Alpaca-2 (13B) 2.34± 1.10 3.45± 0.82 4.72± 0.39 156.19
CausalLM (14B) 2.33± 1.03 3.48± 0.67 4.13± 1.01 147.41
Openbuddy-Llama2 (13B) 2.11± 0.99 3.55± 0.71 4.52± 0.65 153.56

Table 4: Models’ mean scores in three dimensions with standard deviation and the average number of Chinese
characters in their responses.

models (See Appendix B). We use the prompt in
Figure 4 to instruct the models to formulate an
explanation for the target sentence.

5.2 Human evaluation

We invite 15 human participants, all of whom are
linguistics majors at a top Chinese university, to
evaluate the answers generated by models in three
dimensions: reasonability or reasonableness, logic
and fluency. Reasonability is gauged by the degree
to which the response is aligned with the interpre-
tation provided by the human annotator. Logic is
assessed based on the presence of a clear and con-
sistent chain of reasoning in the response. Fluency,
on the other hand, evaluates whether the gener-
ated text is devoid of incoherent elements such as
foreign language insertions or unintelligible code
fragments.

5.3 Results

Table 4 shows the mean ratings of the responses of
the five models’ in three dimensions. Responses
from GPT-4 scores the highest in all three dimen-
sions with the smallest variance. Responses from
GPT-3.5-Turbo are rated high but with larger stan-
dard deviations, suggesting unstable performance.
Answers from the other three models are compara-
ble to each other (F = .964, p = .549). Notably,
the scores of CausalLM (14B) are lower than those
of GPT-3.5-Turbo, which is inconsistent to results
of Experiment 1. As providing coherent explana-
tions of the implicatures is much harder than pick-
ing one answer from four options, this suggests that
a model good at the latter may not necessarily be
equally good at the former.

Examining the generated answers in detail ex-
plains the distribution of human rating scores. Text
generated by GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-Turbo are both
identified with a minimal number of “code switch-
ing", the phenomenon of adulterating non-Chinese
tokens into their responses, with the interpreta-

tion from GPT-4 being more precise and coherent
than that from GPT-3.5-Turbo. While Chinese-
Alpaca-2 (13B), OpenBuddy-Llama2 (13B) and
CausalLM (14B) have comparable performance,
they all underperform the two GPT models. They
reflect different patterns of generated text. Both
Chinese-alpaca-2 (13B) and Openbuddy-Llama2
(13B) feature highly pure Chinese responses with
their scores in text quality above 4.5, but the lat-
ter model scores distinctively low in reasonabil-
ity. CausalLM-14B, on the contrary, tends to code-
switch or generate tokens in English frequently.

Figure 4 presents a typical example to illustrate
the different styles of generation from the models.
The target sentence in this dialogue doesn’t reflect a
normal judgment based on his alcoholic words and
behaviors but rather proposes a totally unreal sce-
nario. The overt absurdity in the words represents
an obvious signal of the violation of the maxim of
Quality. An implicature from Xiangyu that Shitou
can not drink anymore thus arises and is precisely
conveyed to the listeners. Her words also express
her irony and dissatisfaction towards Shitou. GPT-
4 gives a concise interpretation that aligns closest
to the reference interpretation among the selected
models. However, it has mistaken the ironic tone
as questioning Shitou’s capacity for liquor, as high-
lighted in the example. CausalLM (14B) produces
a correct interpretation by and large, but the quality
of its answer is negatively impacted by its poor flu-
ency, in that some English words and meaningless
character sequences appear in its answer. It is inter-
esting that the “forgot his place" carries the correct
meaning, which leads us to consider this as code-
switch, rather than nonsensical generation. The
response from Openbuddy-Llama2 (13B) exempli-
fies a response that is both verbose and irrelevant.



Question Model Responses

你现在是一个中文母语者。对于以下对话，请识别特定人
物的话语中的的言外之意，并解释。
李大嘴： 是啊，要么怎么说是龙门镖局的少东家

呢，一般人哪有这气派是不是。啥叫家
传，啥叫传统（刚说道这里佟石头“哇”
的一声吐了出来，众人挥手趋散气味）

佟湘玉： 这可不是我家的传统。
佟石头： 再来！
佟湘玉： 佟石头你有完没完了？
佟石头： 给洒家倒酒！
佟湘玉： 不用倒了，捧着坛子一口气喝完那多爷

们儿啊！
佟石头： 姐，那一坛子二斤半呐！
佟湘玉： 你不是一口气能喝五六十斤嘛？
请根据以上情景判断佟湘玉说的 “你不是一口气能喝五六
十斤嘛？”有什么言外之意，并解释。

You are now a native Chinese speaker. Regarding the
following conversation, please identify the implicit meanings
in the speech of specific individuals and explain them.
Dazui : Yeah, otherwise, how could he be con-

sidered the young master of the Long-
men Escort Agency1? Ordinary peo-
ple don’t have this aura, right? What’s
meant by family heritage, what’s tradi-
tion...(Just as he was saying this, Shitou,
with a ”wow,” spat out, and everyone
waved their hands, dispersing the smell.)

Xiangyu : That’s not our family’s tradition.
Shitou : Next!
Xiangyu : Shitou, are you ever going to finish?
Shitou : Pour me a drink!
Xiangyu : No need to pour. If you hold the jug,

you’ll finish it all, big guy!
Shitou : Sis, that jug is fourty four ounces!
Xiangyu : Aren’t you capable of drinking a thou-

sand ounces in one gulp?
Please judge the implicit meaning of Xiangyu’s statement
“Aren’t you capable of drinking a thousand ounces in one
gulp?” based on the above context, and explain it.

GPT-4: 佟湘玉的话”你不是一口气能喝五六十斤嘛？”的
言外之意是在讽刺和挑衅佟石头。她的话语表面上是在赞
扬佟石头的饮酒能力,实际上是在质疑他的酒量，挑衅他
是否真的能一口气喝完一整坛的酒。同时，这句话也表达
了她对佟石头酒后行为的不满和无奈。
(114 characters)
Xiangyu’s statement ”Aren’t you capable of drinking a
thousand ounces in one gulp?” implies sarcasm and
provocation towards Shitou. On the surface, her words seem
to praise Shitou’s drinking ability, but in reality, she questions
his capacity for alcohol, challenging whether he can really
drink an entire jug in one go. Simultaneously, this sentence
also conveys her dissatisfaction and helplessness toward
Shitou’s behavior when he’s drunk.
CausalLM (14B):佟湘玉的言外之意是质疑佟石头的酒
量，暗示他可能酒品NST。她可能认为，佟石头的言语和
行为过于狂妄自大，让他在众人面前出丑。通过这句话，
佟湘玉试图让佟石头意识到自己的错误，并提醒他不要
forgot his place.
（109 characters)
Xiangyu’s implicit meaning questions Shitou’s alcohol
capacity, suggesting he might not handle alcohol well NST.
She might perceive Shitou’s words and actions as overly
arrogant, causing embarrassment in front of others. Through
this statement, Xiangyu attempts to make Shitou aware of his
mistake and reminds him not to forget his place.
OpenBuddy-Llama2 (13B):从这段对话中，我们可以看出
佟湘玉说的话语中存在一些言外之意。她说“你不是一辈
子能喝五六八番呢？”其实这句话暗示着佟芒头喝酒的行
为可能已经到了一定的程度，而她自己也已经接受了这个
现实。这种暗示的意思是，佟芒头喝酒的习惯已经形成，
他已经不能像以前那样随意地停止喝酒了。因此，佟湘玉
的话可以被解释为一种对佟芒头喝酒行为的默许和接受。
(163 characters)
From this conversation, we can see that Xiangyu’s words
contain some implicit meanings. When she says, ”Aren’t you
capable of drinking for a lifetime?” in fact, this sentence
implies that Shitou’s drinking behavior may have reached a
certain level, and she herself has accepted this reality. The
implication here is that Shitou’s drinking habit has formed,
and he can no longer stop drinking as freely as before.
Therefore, Xiangyu’s words can be interpreted as a kind of
tacit approval and acceptance of Shitou’s drinking behavior.

1Figure 4: Models’ interpretations to a character line (highlighted with red color) that carries extra meanings in a
dialogue with multiple turns. Explanations aberrant from the correct interpretation and non-Chinese characters are
highlighted with yellow bottom color. Escort Agency refers to historical security firms that were typically hired by
trade merchants for protection during transportation of goods. They were known to use martial arts for defense,
similar to bodyguards or security personnel.

6 Discussion and Future Work

6.1 LLM’s understanding of conversational
implicature in Chinese?

Our results from Experiment 1 show that the per-
formance of GPT4 on our proposed benchmark is
on par with humans, while other models are at least
15 points behind (including GPT-3.5-turbo). This
suggests that while in principle pragmatic implica-
tures can be acquired by arguable the best LLMs at
the moment, it is a non-trivial task for other LLMs.

Results from Experiment 1 also reveal no sig-
nificant by-maxim variance in human accuracy, as
well as model accuracy (see Figure 2). This is dif-
ferent from the results in previous work on human
processing of implicatures (Engelhardt et al., 2006;
Rubio-Fernandez, 2019; Okanda et al., 2015; Panz-
eri and Foppolo, 2021), which demonstrate that
humans sanction infringements of the maxims in
different ways, being less sensitive to the violation
of the maxim of quantity than to others, leading



to more processing difficulty for this maxim. This
difference is possibly because many dialogues in
our dataset violate several maxims, rather than a
single one. Thus we do not observe a difference
in human processing of implicature derived from
violation of different maxims.

Similar in evaluation paradigm, Hu et al. (2023a)
classifies their pragmatic-related questions accord-
ing to Theory of Mind (ToM), in which the viola-
tion of Gricean maxims is a single category with-
out sub-categories. Text-davinci-002 is evaluated
in both their and our studies, resulting in differ-
ent performances. It surpasses 60% accuracy on
the English dataset in Hu et al. (2023a), but does
not reach 25% accuracy on our dataset. We at-
tribute this to the difference in our selection of
text sources. While Hu et al. (2023a) uses hand-
crafted scenarios targeting humor, sarcasm, and
other pragmatic phenomena separately, often with
fewer turn-taking, our text source comes from the
script of the sitcom, with many more turn-taking,
each of which contains multiple phenomena. The
degradation in text-davinci-002’s performance can
serve as a calibration of the difficulty of questions
in the two datasets. With text-davinci-002 being
the only model with accuracy lower than 40% in
the current study, the results demonstrate a percep-
tible development in the pragmatic understanding
of the newly developed LLMs.

6.2 Future directions

Results from Experiment 2 indicates the possibil-
ity that a model with high accuracy in multiple-
choice question could fail in a free-text genera-
tion task of interpreting the pragmatic meaning
on its own (CausalLM-14B). We thus argue that
multiple-choice questions alone is not enough for
a comprehensive evaluation of LLMs’ linguistic
ability. Manual inspection of free-form generation
is a must for a more robust analysis of model per-
formance. We also see the potential of a more so-
phisticated design to better quantify their free-form
explanations of conversational implicature.

Future work can also create a large-scale dataset
composed of conversational implicature embed-
ded in naturally occurring dialogues. This will re-
quire detailed annotation of spoken corpora, which
we believe could benefit from the procedure and
implicature-selection criteria used in creating our
benchmark.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present SwordsmanImp, the first
fine-grained Chinese dataset to evaluate LLMs’
understanding of conversational implicature. In
two experiments, we evaluate the state-of-the-art
language models’ pragmatic skills with two tasks.
In Experiment 1, we reveal that GPT-4 attains
a human-level accuracy in answering multiple-
choice questions, with other models lagging behind.
We also find that no significant difference exists for
both LLMs and human’s accuracy with respect to
conversational implicatures that violate different
maxims. Results from Experiment 2 reflect the dif-
ferent patterns of generated text across LLMs and
after human annotation of the quality of generated
text from three dimensions, we reveal that while
most models produce fluent text, they struggle to
generate coherent and sensible explanations for the
implicature, even if the model has achieved high
accuracy in multiple-choice question.
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A Evaluation paradigms and differences

Models’ performance might vary from how their an-
swers are estimated and collected. Next token pre-
diction and free generation are two paradigms sep-
arately used to estimate the performance of open-
source and close-source models in Experiment 1.
Table 5 shows the comparison of the open-source
models’ performance on the multiple-choice ques-
tions when their answers are estimated through the
two paradigms. The result shows a decrease in ac-
curacy in BLOOMZ (7.1B), CausalLM (13B), and
OpenBuddy-Llama2 (13B) and a slight increase
in Chinese-Alpaca-2 (13B) when the paradigm
switches from next token prediction to free gen-
eration. This is aligned with the findings of Li
et al. (2023). Among the four models CausalLM
(13B) has a dramatic decrease in its accuracy, from
78.5% to 31.5%, which corresponds to its bad per-
formance in Experiment 2. We find that it fails to
give a definite answer in its responses for over half
of the questions, as shown in Figure 5.

B Hyperparameter setting

The hyperparameters used for gathering responses
from open-source models in Experiment 1 and Ex-
periment 2 are shown in Table 6 and Table 7.

C Average answer length for different
question types

We present the average answer length for the four
maxims in Table 8.

D Prompt for experiment 1
你现在是一个中文母语者。对于以下对话，
请识别特定人物的话语中的的言外之意，在
给出的四个选项中选择一个你认为的正确答
案。[En: You are now a native Chinese speaker.
For the following dialogue, please identify the im-
plied meaning in the specific character’s speech,
and choose one of the four given options that you
think is the correct answer. ]

< Dialogue >

< Four interpretations as choices >

(Close-source models:) 请在‘Response:’后写出
你选择的答案。[En: Please write your answer
after ‘Response:’]

(Open-source models:) 答案：[En: Answer:]



Model
Accuracy (%)

Total Quantity Quality Relevance Manner
Next Gen Next Gen Next Gen Next Gen Next Gen

BlOOMZ 52.50 35.50 63.64 24.24 50.00 31.58 54.93 30.99 53.23 33.87
OpenBuddy-Llama2 42.50 21.50 36.36 21.21 43.42 25.00 45.07 19.72 46.77 17.74

Chinese-Alpaca-2 41.50 42.00 42.42 36.36 39.47 44.74 45.07 43.66 45.16 38.71
CausalLM 78.50 31.50 81.82 42.42 80.26 31.58 76.06 30.99 88.71 40.32

Table 5: Comparison between the accuracy of open-source models on multiple-choice questions when evaluated
with next token prediction and free generation paradigms.

Figure 5: Answer distribution of models when answers are collected with free generation paradigm.

Parameter Value

max_new_tokens 50

temperature 0.9

top_k 3

top_p 0.1

repetition_penalty 1.0

num_return_sequence 1

do_sample True

Table 6: Parameter setting for open-source models in
Experiment 1

Parameter Value

max_new_tokens 300

temperature 0.9

top_k 0

top_p 0.9

repetition_penalty 1.0

num_return_sequence 1

do_sample True

Table 7: Parameter setting for open-source models in
Experiment 2



Pragmatic Literal Distractor#1 Distractor#2

Total 19.20 16.38 12.54 12.21
Quality 18.32 15.88 11.96 11.72
Quantity 18.36 16.73 12.30 12.00
Relevance 20.77 16.62 13.11 12.77
Manner 18.10 17.18 12.13 12.06

Table 8: Average number of Chinese characters in each answer for all questions and for each type of questions.
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